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The Sing Song

New Sound

- /ng/
New Words
- sing, song, king, ring, lost
Level 16 Review Words
- box, queen, Kit, all, as
Plot Summary
Sam wants his friends to sing a song. First, Nan tries
singing but she is a very bad singer. Then Pip tries singing
and he is just as bad as Nan. Kit the Cat sings next and
she is a very good singer. At the end, they all sing the
song together.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 4: What does Nan do when she sings?
2. page 8: What does Pip do with the hat when he 		
sings?
3. page 4:

In the song, why does the king feel mad?

4. page 12: In the song, why does the queen feel sad?
5. page 13: Who is the best singer, Pip, Kit or Nan?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“We all need to sing this song.
In the song, a king has lost his ring.”

“Nan can sing. Nan, sing the fun song.”
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Nan sings,
“The king is very mad,
		 The queen is very sad,
		 The king has lost his ring,
		 The... ”

Nan gets a bell. She needs to ring a
bell as she sings.

“No!”
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“No! No! Nan cannot sing.
She can ring a bell.
She can not sing a song.”

“Pip the Frog can sing.
Pip can sing very well.
Let Pip sing.”
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Pip sings,
“The king is very mad,
		 The queen is very sad,
		 The king has lost his ring,
		 The queen ... ”

Pip gets a hat.
He needs a hat to sing.

“No!”
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“No! No! Pip cannot sing.
Pip is bad as well.”

“Ask Kit the cat to sing.
Kit can sing very well.”
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Kit sings,
“Ask Kit to jump up on the box.
We all wish to see Kit sing the song.”
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“The king is very mad,
		 The queen is very sad,
		 The king has lost his ring,
		 The queen, she can not sing.”
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“Kit can sing the song very well.
Nan can ring the bell.
We can all sing the song with Kit.”
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king is very mad,
queen is very sad,
king has lost his ring,
queen, she can not sing.”

